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Project Overview

• In-class Questions and Results
• Capture Student Response Information
• Forum for Discussions
• Automatic Attendance
System Architecture
Web Home
Web Forum
iOS Forum

Vector vs Linked List
3:04 PM
What are the main differences between these two? And what are the pros and cons of each. For project 3, would it be more efficient to just use a vector or go with a linked list?
Posted By: iOS
👍 4

Exam 3
3:02 PM
Are there any study materials that are going to be made available for Exam 3? Such as a study guide, old exams, or any other practice materials? This would be much appreciate...
Posted By: iOS
👍 6

Specific topics for final
2:57 PM
Although I'm aware of the final being cumulative, are there any topics that will carry more weight than the previous ones? Perhaps, the topics that were done after the 2nd mid...
Posted By: iOS
👍 4

Pointers
3:06 PM
Is anyone else having a very difficult time understanding pointers? I have been trying to wrap my head around them for a while now and just can't seem it figure them out.
Posted By: Android
👍 12

Seg Fault Issue
2:59 PM
I am having a difficult time finding where up program is seg-faulting. Can anyone give me some guidance as to where to start looking?
Posted By: Android
👎 -2

Copy Constructor How-To
3:00 PM
My copy constructor will not work at all. I’ve tried multiple solutions and so far I can’t rect it. My program is failing in...

Overview In Class Quizzes Forum
Web Session List
Web Session Edit
Android Notification
Mobile Questions

Question 1
00:20

Which university resides on the banks of the Red Cedar River?

- University of Michigan
- Wayne State University
- Michigan State University
- Oakland University

Submit

The Time Complexity of this Algorithm is:

- O(N)
- CONSTANT
- O(LOG N)
- O(N^2)

Submit
Web Question View
Web Beacon Configuration
What’s left to do?

• Refine Session/Class Joining
• Web Sockets
• Web App Permissions
• Different Types of Questions
• External Resource Integration
• Forum Threads
Questions?